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Making right brand decisions at the right time National Foods- Ronaq Masalas On a hot and humid July afternoon in 2008, Abrar Hasan, Chief Executive Officer of National Foods Limited (NFL), Karachi, was reviewing the market research report submitted by AC Nielsen. The report revealed that the Ronaq Recipe Masala range was not making much headway in the market. The brand, launched three years back with great expectations had hardly reached a 4% market share. The original marketing strategy had been revised a few times but the results were nothing to write home about. “Is it time to pull the plug on Ronaq?” mused Abrar. He recalled the last brand meeting in which Adnan, brand manager Ronaq, had made an impassioned presentation to Abrar to provide him more marketing support and a little more time to turn Ronaq around. On the other hand, Mr Shafiq, marketing director, had suggested that Ronaq be dropped from National’s portfolio. “We cannot keep on throwing good money after bad. After all we have many other brands to look after,” said Shafiq. Abrar knew he will need to adjudicate on this. However, he had decided in the meeting that he will wait for the Nielsen report. Now that the report was in his hand, he knew he had to make a decision. National Foods Limited; Background With a humble beginning from a single room- ‘Dinar Chambers’, National Foods started as a partnership business in 1970 between two friends, Mr. Waqar Hassan and Mr. Abdul Majeed. The initial setup involved selling packaged spices door to door. Over 40 years the company has transformed into a food giant employing 1800 people and expanding into six manufacturing facilities located in Karachi, Bin Qasim and Lahore to serve 400 towns across Pakistan. Central warehousing facilities are available at 12 sites, which are Karachi, Hyderabad, Sukkur, Quetta, Lahore, Multan, Faisalabad and Sargodha, Islamabad and Rawalpindi, Gujranwala, Gujarat, Peshawar and Sahiwal. NFL products are also exported to over 30 countries. From a turnover of Rs. 100,000 in the first year, the company has come a long way with an annual turnover of Rs. 6.4 billion in 2009. With an annual growth rate of 23% for the last 35 years, NFL contributes Rs. 1 million to the country’s economy everyday in shape of taxes. Although a family owned business in the beginning between two partners, National Foods became a public limited company in 1988. National Product Lines The founders’ philosophy, of focusing on customers’ needs and serving them with quality products at affordable prices at their doorstep, lead NFL to successfully launch various product categories, such as: 



Plain Spices –Launched in 1970, the plain spices range today includes Chilli, Coriander, Turmeric, Black Pepper and Cumin Seeds







Recipe concoction - Launched in 1986, Recipe Masalas are available throughout urban Pakistan.







Ketchups – Launched in 1997, the ketchups range today includes tomato ketchup, Chilli Garlic sauce







Table Salt- Launched in 1978







Curry Paste – Rivaaj launched in 2002







Snacks – Launched in 1986, the snacks range today includes Chat Masala, Dahi Bara Powder, Pakora Mix and Fruit Chat Masala.







Pickles - National Pickles was one of the first wet products to be launched in 1988/







Jams- National jam and jellies range was launched in 1998.







Desserts - Custard Powder, ‘Jelly Crystals’ and a complete ‘Kheer’ range. Custard range was launched in 2002.







Basmati Rice, Sauces and Vinegars1



R&D and Product Development at National Foods New product development is largely driven by the marketing department at NFL. Reading the market trends a brief is sent to R & D to accordingly develop a product. Essential elements of a typical brief from the marketing department include product’s name, category, GP margins, price point, SKU, volume forecasts, etc. Chefs become an integral part of this new product development process. Once a new product idea is developed, the marketing team, with the approval of director marketing, presents it to the Product Development Committee (PDC). PDC is a three-member committee constituting the CEO of the company, the Marketing head and the R&D head. Behind the scenes, the R&D department works on the product development side while Finance works on determining the machine requirements. Once the committee approves the idea, only then is it sent to production and henceforth, pursued for commercial introduction. The success rate of newly developed products in the market is 90%2



Recipe Masala Market Consumer Behavior The recipe masala market largely constitutes women who are looking for convenience. The market ranges from housewives to working women, both old and young, however, the proportion of recipe masala used per month is variable along different segments. Meal times are a significant activity in a typical Pakistani households and ‘good food’ holds immense value in making these meal times enjoyable. As more and more women from Pakistan enter the workforce, get educated and empowered, leading to a rise in dual income urban households and more time-compressed lifestyles, the demand for recipe masalas is growing.
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NFL Case Study, Retrieved from www.nfoods.com at 20 June 2010 As quoted by Ms Nazia, Deputy Manager, Quality Assurance and R&D department, NFL
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According to a ‘Research on Consumer Position’3 for National Foods in 2007, the recipe masala category is a high-involvement category where brand loyalty and customer stickiness with specific brands are high. The consumer4 is not shy of announcing that she uses the recipe-mixes to cook. Consumer is generally unaware of the total range of dishes offered by each brand while brands identifiable through color codes. Recipe masala is mostly used on special occasions such as Eid, parties, dinners, or on Sundays. There is considerable difference in behavior and purchase motivators between younger and older generation of females. Younger females are looking for new continental dishes, older house-wives search for more “desi” traditional dishes. Older generation of housewives are more open to try out different dishes but are more inclined towards traditional dishes, and they see the recipe masalas as a way of keeping their husbands happy, and as a means of attaining a standard and consistent taste. They also see recipe masalas as economical, and feel it allows more time to be spent with family. On the other hand, the younger generation of housewives wants to balance career or studies with houseresponsibilities. They view recipe masalas as ‘joy cooking’, a means of gaining independence from mothers’ help and of experimenting with non conventional cooking styles. Unlike the older generation housewives, the younger generation is inclined towards continental dishes. All respondents place importance on recognition from family and on time saving characteristics of recipe masalas. Market Segmentation Segmentation in recipe mix market is generally done based on taste preference (taste profile is developed to categorize consumer preferences ranging from mild to spicy) and lifestyles (preference for homemade recipes as opposed to prepackaged recipes). (See exhibit 1 for detailed market segmentation and positioning data as in 2007) Competitive scenario in recipe masala market While the first product from NFL was packaged spices, it entered the recipe market in 1985 in Karachi and later went upcountry with nine different masalas. Shan: Shan is NFL’s chief competitor. It started in 1981 selling recipe masalas and remained small until 1995 when it expanded its production facilities by buying a factory in industrial area in Korangi but did not engage in any promotional activities until 2000. Much like NFL, Shan also started from home and to date remains a family business. The family members (especially females) are personally involved and therefore visit their factory regularly to mix various ingredients making the final recipe mix. These recipes are not shared even with the employees of the company and hence the family secret is safeguarded. Major sales of Shan recipe mixes are in Karachi region accounting for approximately 70% while 30% of the remaining Shan sales come from Punjab whereas Karachi region accounts for 30% of the sales of National. Shan was able to penetrate into the Punjab market due to the migration of people from Karachi to Punjab during the early 90’s soon after political instability and unrest in the metropolitan city.
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15 Focus group discussions and and 24 In-depth interviews conducted all over the country by AC Nielsen Sample profile for the research was housewives aged 25-45 years



Knorr: Unilever Pakistan Limited launched its ‘Chinese’ and ‘Pakistani’ recipes masalas. With a high promotional budgets and the ‘international brand’ name tag, Knorr is able to charge a price higher than that charged by Shan and National recipe mix masalas. Other brands: Habib Oil Mills, another big name in the food business also launched its recipe masala. Besides these, there are other small players in the market namely Chef Pride, Rivayat, Zaiqa, Pakwan, Naseem, Dadi, Taam and some local and regional brands. Popularity of these small brands is limited to certain recipes only, for eg; Chef Pride is very well known for its Prawn Tempura and Lahori Charga recipes while Naseem is most known for its Nihari masala and so on. (See Exhibit 3 for major player analysis) Ronaq Masala Launch In 2003, alarmed by the way Shan had established a strong grip over the Karachi recipe masala market with 70% market share and threatened by the entry of other companies such as Habib Oil Mills in the national market, NFL made a decision to expand its recipe masala portfolio by launching a ‘flanker brand’. The purpose behind the launch decision originally was the introduction of a tactical brand to cater to the taste needs of Karachiites, who prefer spicier food, due to which Shan was leading in Karachi and National’s market share was continuously decreasing. National Recipes Mixes, being milder in taste, were unable to cater to the taste buds of Karachiites and thus had only 22% share of the market in 20045. The launch of Ronaq was also to be in alignment with the overall company strategy to move towards a house of brands and the eventual plan was to take the product national after gauging the performance of the limited launch. The management considered three options before launching Ronaq Recipe Mix. 



Option 1: Launching a hot range under the current brand name - This was a risky option as consumers associate National Recipe Mixes with a mild taste and this strategy would have confused the consumers.







Option 2: Create a separate brand with no National endorsement- It would have been very difficult to launch a new brand successfully, which was to compete against well-established Shan in Karachi, without any endorsement from National.







Option 3: To create a separate brand, with National endorsement. This option was executed. It was believed that having ‘National’ as the endorser would help the new brand in gaining credibility and a positive perception of quality, which would otherwise take long to establish.



True to its tradition, NFL left no stone unturned while developing Ronaq Masala Range.The R&D activities involved in the product development of Ronaq included HUTs (home usage tests). These third party researches were to develop the product with the help of culinary experts and consumers. Each of the recipes developed had a benchmark e.g. Kunna Recipe (Chiniot Benchmark) & Chicken Tikka (Bar B Q 5



Most of the National Foods surveys are conducted by A.C. Nielsen



Tonight Benchmark). NFL invested a substantial portion of the budget for Ronaq on product development and promotional activities as it already had the manufacturing and distribution capabilities. The assembly line and the suppliers were the same for Ronaq and National Recipe. Only a few ingredients for Ronaq were imported. After a two year period of product development, Ronaq was launched in Karachi on March 2005. No test marketing was conducted to test the waters and market acceptability, and in fact, the four months period after the launch of Ronaq in Karachi was considered the test market. However, without waiting for repeat purchases in Karachi, Ronaq was launched nationwide after four months with six variants. 20 other variants were introduced later. The brand was introduced in the market with a vision to establish it as a popular well known brand in branded masala recipes category in the convenience foods segment (significantly perceived as a good alternative to Shan). Ronaq targeted Shan users and also tried to bring in new customers which included non users and college/university going girls between ages 18-35 years (who would be mothers of tomorrow). The strategy was undertaken both to protect National Recipes from cannibalization and to bypass loyal customers of Shan. NFL set out to capture 10% of the Karachi market with Ronaq. Altogether, there are 650 distributors for NFL’s entire portfolio. Specifically, the sales force for Ronaq comprised of 275 salespeople who were also engaged in the sales of plain spices. NFL has a retail coverage of approximately 100,000 outlets and a direct reach up to 50 % of Pakistan. The market for Ronaq market was divided into three main regions: Lahore (40%), Islamabad (30%), Karachi (30%) each having a separate regional manager. Within each of these regions, the market was further divided into zones (cities) with the top 10 cities being Karachi, Hyderabad, Sukkur, Quetta, Lahore, Multan, Faisalabad, Sargodha, Islamabad and Rawalpindi. Branding The brand team for Ronaq had a very clear sense of what they wanted Ronaq to achieve in the market for NFL. Their brand planning was thorough and all the theoretical frameworks that underlie international brands were also incorporated in the Ronaq Marketing Plan. The carefully crafted brand vision was: “To provide the young, educated and modern housewives/working women/college girls 18-35 years of age belonging to Sec B and C the means to conveniently try out and explore different and exciting new cooking ranges that allow them to bring that sizzling chatkeela bazaree taste at her home.” The brand’s personality was carefully developed to include certain key, differentiating elements that the customers can relate and empathize with. The following diagram illustrates the Ronaq brand personality as envisioned by the Ronaq brands team:



Female Trendy and professoinal



Age 18-35



Ronaq



Busy and active faces Time cons-traints



Outgoing, friendly and social



Bachelor degree



Income class A-



The brand’s positioning in the market was carved out by combining the three elements of positioning, namely the USP, Target Market, and Business Definition. Based on this flow, the Ronaq Marketing Plan reveals the Ronaq USP to be the ‘restaurant taste experience’, the business definition was ‘meal solution in powder form’, and the target market to be ‘housewives, working women, and college girls’ Promotional Activities The main concept behind the campaigns was: “Ronaq is the way your face lights up with joy when your home cooked meals have the same tantalizing “Chatkheela6” taste that you thought was only found in restaurant food. National foods now bring that same radiance at your own doorstep.” Heavy promotional budget was allocated to support the product launch. Rs. 25 million was given to the brand team to go into extensive marketing campaign. Mass media was the prime focus for maximum impact on the target market. After conducting a survey to identify the most renowned Pakistani personality7, film star Shan was chosen by the marketing department to use Shan as the celebrity endorser for Ronaq; as he was not only popular with the market but also could be used to tickle the loyal Shan customers. Adcom was the creative agency for this launch television advertisement. NFL also opted for extensive print ads for Ronaq. In order to break the clutter of newspaper advertisements, NFL came up with innovative ideas such as ‘slanted ads’ (angular strip of ad). It was the first time that the headlines of Jang actually talked about a new product. Teasers were also used with the front page saying “Will Ronaq (bloom) come to your house? Turn to the last page” and the last page featured the Ronaq ad. (See Exhbit 2 for print advertisement copy)
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Chatkheela is the local urdu term meaning spicy By Ac Nielsen for National Foods Limited



Ronaq Post-Launch Challenges and Situation in 2007 The road however for Ronaq was far from smooth. To begin with, the launch strategy to use Shan as brand ambassador backfired. Viewers thought that the ad copy was petty; “you can’t sell your product by piggy backing on competitors”, the Brand Manager Ronaq now says. In addition, it actually helped promote Shan by improving its brand recall. The TVC also suffered in terms of minor details such as the brand ambassador’s poor styling that served further to distance the consumers. After 2 years of launch, Ronaq was able to establish itself as the 3rd brand in the recipe market after National and Shan, with market share of 5% (See Exhibit 5 for 2007 major player market shares). Since the other smaller brands namely Chef Pride, Dadi etc had never gone for aggressive sales and promotional activities and have remained low-key players, achieving this rank was not a challenging task for Ronaq especially with the backing of National. There was 38% off-take from the retail stores with sales totalling Rs. 100 million and Rs. 140 million in the 1st and 2nd year respectively. These figures fell short of the management target. On the other hand, brand awareness figures for Ronaq showed an encouraging hike from 32% in 2006 to 62% in 2007. With the mother brand name ‘National’ inscribed very prominently on the packaging of Ronaq, customers usually perceived Ronaq to be a variant of National Recipe Mix instead of a brand of National Foods Limited. Ronaq was struggling to establish a separate brand identity as was the initial premise surrounding the launch. Customers did not feel the need to buy Ronaq when there was National Recipe Mix already present. “What is the difference” was a frequently asked question. NFL failed to create the ‘push’ factor as well, since the sales force was not trained properly, and the salesperson’s pitch to the retailer would typically be “Is mein mirchain ziyada hain” (there is more spice in it). Ronaq’s selling propostion of being the spicier brand was also a reason why it failed to penetrate well in Punjab- the most populous province of the country. Ronaq was not able to win any customers from Shan’s fold and all sales came either from new users or from National Recipe users moving towards a higher spice threshold. The launch objective was clearly being missed by far. (See Exhibit 1 for a detailed comparative analysis of Ronaq, National and Shan) The brand team tried to differentiate between National and Ronaq recipes by emphasizing on “Restaurant Jaisa Taste” positioning for Ronaq, especially targeting customers who frequently visit restaurants. This added to the confusion. There is no one particular taste which can be associated with all restaurants; different restaurants are known for different specific dishes. This weak positioning resulted in Ronaq’s confused brand identity in the minds of consumers, adversely affecting repeat sales. Ronaq’s chief competitor Shan, was also not one to let Ronaq attempt to steal its market share easily. Being already an established brand with high brand awareness, it ventured towards the BTL side to complement its ATL presence. Its brand team charted out a plan to target the same market (young girls who will be running their own households in future) by its BTL activities whereas Ronaq had until now been in the process of establishing brand identity. To make matters even more difficult for Ronaq, the market for National Recipe Mixes also picked up after its double pack offer (offer of 2 packets at a discount rate).



Strategies for a rebound Having started slow and been unable to create the kind of ripples in the recipe masala market NFL had projected it to (See Exhibit 4 for sales trend and relaunches) Ronaq was still a product with much potential. For the coming year 2008, the primary marketing objective was decidedly ‘trial generation’. In quantifiable terms, the objective was to conduct extensive taste-trials of at least 250,000 persons. Distribution was to be aggressively strengthened, coming to an estimated 75% of all shops nationwide by the end of the period. The market share target was a 3% growth, while ambitious targets of 5% increase in brand usage and 75% customer retention were also set by the marketing team. Awareness leads to consideration, and wary of this fact, the team aimed to propel Brand Awareness to 75% amongst target consumers. The team’s optimistic targets set for the upcoming year were to be met through a combination of market development, market penetration, and product development strategies. Ronaq was to penetrate further into the market by launching a new SKU- the sachet pack. This was an attempt to tap the lower end of the market and induce trial across consumer segments loyal to their own brand of packet masalas. Availability of Ronaq nationwide and the use of tactics like taste trials, direct marketing , improved packaging, and the launch of a new variant- the Nihari Mix were means towards the end objective of market penetration. The marketing team also prepared to launch the Chinese range with at least 6 variants, a comprehensive BBQ range, and the holiday and school ranges were to further help in penetration. Market development was to be explored by developing chicken shops, and rice bags. Decision Point 2008 has concluded, and Ronaq’s position in the market has barely improved. The product, which had achieved a 62% spontaneous brand recall within a span of 2 years is still not flying off the shelves as fast as NFL wanted. Despite efforts to rejuvenate the brand all through 2007-2008 period, the brand has fallen short of its targets. Ronaq’s market share after 3 years of launch is barely 4%, even lower than the 5% market share a year ago. The CEO Abrar Hasan and his company both now stand at crossroads. There are glaring questions that now needed to be answered. Is Ronaq worth the investment? Should some internal cannibalization be tolerated as long as the overall figures are improving? Is there another way to cater to the customer segment favoring spicier taste palettes? Is it too early to give up on the brand which had initially shown so much promise? Internal debate about Ronaq’s fate between the brand manager and marketing manager had already been rife for quite some time. Now the time had come to finally make a decision.



Exhibits



Exhibit 1: Market Segmentation, Targeting, and Positioning by key players (Post Ronaq Launch)



Brand:



Ronaq



National Recipe



Shan



Geographic:



Karachi



Up-country



Metros



De mo gra phi cs:



Age



18-25



23-35



18-45



Sex



Female



Female



Female and Males



Education



Metric Pass at least



Metric Pass at least



Metric Pass at least



Occupation



House wife or student or working woman



House wives



All



Social Class



A, B



B, C



A, B, C



Personality



Active newly wed, who aspires to be like the modern woman. They are in the exploration stage of their life looking for things that will work for them.



Mature sensible women who have been through their trial-and-error phase of life and are self-assured on who they are and their role in life.



Confident women who know their choices in life and why they took them. She is active, talkative, different, and innovative.



Lifestyle



She has a small family to take care of but wants to define her own identity within those parameters. She loves eating out and taking time-out for herself.



They have a big family to take care of, eat milder food, feels responsibility of family. She likes to watch drama-serials a lot, and is pretty much resigned and used to her current way of living.



Cooking is an important activity in their life and much time and effort revolves around it. Yet she looks for good taste and convenience at the same time.



She herself takes the decision, but is influenced by friends and her immediate family members



Strongly influenced by what her family wants and her husband dictates.



She makes her decision but is influenced by the brand image and her relatives and friends.



Usage Rate



1.75 packs Per month



3 packs per month



3.5 - 6 packs per month



Readiness



Low



Medium



High



Occasion



Special Dinners



Weekends/ Daily



Weekends/Special Dinners/ Daily use



Brand Loyalty



None or extremely high



Medium – High



Very High



P s y c h o g r a p h i c s



Behavior Decision-making unit



food Milder Personas and Lighter Step 2:Bazari Competing Brand



Benefits sought



Exhibit 2: Ronaq Masalas launch print advertisement



Delicious, spicy taste



Exhibit 3: Competitive Assessment in 2007



Exhibit 4: Ronaq Sales trend and re-launches post-Mar 2007 introduction



Exhibit 5: Recipe Masala Market Situation in 2007



5%



2%



National Recipe



49% 44%



Shan Ronaq Others
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